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 THE TUNIC OF TUTCANKHAMUN

 By G. M. CROWFOOT and N. DE G. DAVIES

 THE discoveries made in the tomb of Tutcankhamun were published in three volumesT
 full of magnificent photographs taken by Mr. Harry Burton of the Metropolitan
 Museum of New York; a succession of fine plates, some in colour, of the shrine, coffins,
 and other more important objects, appeared in the Illustrated London News on various
 dates. But, inevitably, these publications did not give details of all the objects found,
 some of which of necessity were described only cursorily or set aside altogether for
 future study. This was the case with the textiles: some were described briefly and
 illustrated in volume III (pls. 39, 40), some in the Illustrated London News (Aug. 3, 1929,
 pp. I96, I97), and some in the first issue of the journal Embroidery (Dec. I932). Men-
 tion was made in volume I of other interesting pieces to be studied later. Of the robes
 found in the antechamber, Howard Carter wrote: 'Many of these are decorated with
 patterns in coloured linen threads. Some are examples of tapestry weaving, similar to
 fragments found in the tomb of Thothmes IV, but there were also undoubted cases of
 applied needle-work. The material from this tomb will be of extreme importance to
 the history of textile art, and it needs very careful study' (vol. I, p. I72).

 Thus stimulated, expectations were roused, but for some years no further publication
 appeared. The chief reason for this delay seems to have been the difficulty presented
 by the study of textiles so unique in character and in such an extremely delicate condi-
 tion. In the words of Mr. Lucas (vol. II, Appendix 2): 'One of the disappointments of
 the tomb was the very bad state of preservation of practically all the textile fabrics. ...
 These, most of which had been white originally, varied in colour when found from
 light yellowish brown to very dark brown, almost black, and were generally in very
 poor condition; the best preserved were fragile and tender, and the worst had become
 a mass of black powder.' This was probably due to fungoid attack and chemical
 changes induced by warmth and humidity. Further, many of the garments were badly
 crumpled: 'decorated robes were bundled and thrust into boxes' (vol. I, p. I35) prob-
 ably because, after a ransacking of the tomb by plunderers, the guardians had cleared
 it up and repacked them, but carelessly and in haste. Some of the textiles, Howard
 Carter considered, had been replaced in the fine coffers and caskets in the antechamber
 where they were found, but others, including the tunic which is the subject of this
 study, were clearly out of place. Still, in respect of this careless packing, the textiles
 had no worse treatment than some of those in the tomb of Tuthmosis IV, which lay
 crumpled up in a mass of rubbish on the floor and were first discovered by an intruding
 pariah puppy! Ancient linen textiles will stand an incredible amount of handling if
 they are in good condition, but, as already said, those in this tomb had suffered

 I Howard Carter & A. C. Mace, The Tomb of Tut-ankh-amen, vol. I, 1923; vol. II, 1927; vol. III, 1933.
 Q
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 G. M. CROWFOOT AND N. DE G. DAVIES

 from a state of dampness unusual in Egypt, and further study was clearly a ticklish
 matter.

 When at length Monsieur R. Pfister undertook, with the permission of Howard
 Carter and the Egyptian Museum authorities, the study of certain of the textiles which
 he published in I937, he found them in a lamentable state.I It would seem that the
 process of deterioration had continued since their deposit in the Museum, in spite of
 treatment with preservatives,2 for it was impossible to detect colours which had been
 noted by Howard Carter, and certain photographs taken during the excavation, when
 compared with later ones, show that there have been changes for the worse in the fabric
 also. In spite of difficulty, Pfister found it possible to study and describe eighteen of
 the more important pieces, most of which are illustrated by him. Among these is the
 tunic of our study. The tunic then as now was in a swing case between two sheets of
 glass so that both back and front could be seen, but the garment is so brittle that the
 Museum authorities, perhaps rightly, refuse to allow it to be opened. In the circum-
 stances it is not remarkable that Pfister, whose time in Cairo was limited, devoted
 himself mostly to textiles that could be examined more closely and gave but a brief
 description of the tunic.

 Though the authors of this paper also have been obliged to depend upon a study of
 the tunic under the glass, they have been more fortunate in other respects. In the first
 place, Mrs. Crowfoot's original observations were made not long after the discovery;
 the tunic was already encased but the fabric was less dark than it has since become, and
 the glass above it was clean and clear. Secondly, she has been able to study the admir-
 able notes made by Howard Carter when the garment was first found, and the photo-
 graphs taken by Mr. H. Burton before it was under glass. Finally, Mrs. Brunton's
 drawings, made from the panel itself, reproduced on pls. XVII, XVIII, XX, XXI, and
 XXII, have at last made it possible to study the interesting subjects on the embroidery.3

 The following sections, I-3, dealing with the tunic and the technique of the bands
 decorating it, are by Mrs. Crowfoot; the last section, 4, on the designs and their implica-
 tions, is by Mr. N. de G. Davies.

 1. The Tunic in general
 See pl. XIV

 This tunic (now Cairo, Textile 642; Carter's number, 367 j) was found in a box
 (No. 367) in the store-room of the tomb; it was obviously not in its original place, for
 the proper contents of the store-room should have been only such things as oils, fats,

 R. Pfister, Les textiles du tombeau de Toutankhamon, in Revue des Arts Asiatiques, tome xI, fasc. 4, 1937.
 See especially p. 207, and with regard to the condition of the tunic, p. zo2: 'Cette tunique est en tres mauvais
 etat de conservation, elle est toute noire et les couleurs qui existaient sans doute ont disparu.... La bordure du
 bas est decor6e d'animaux et de motifs vegetaux mais elle est actuellement completement noire et pratiquement
 illisible.'

 2 These were mostly duroprene dissolved in xylol and celluloid dissolved in amyl acetate.
 3 Mrs. Brunton undertook the task in March 1940, completed the drawings in October 1940, and sent them

 to England, where they arrived in January 1941. Her success was achieved in spite of great difficulties. The
 work, she tells us, was very slow and laborious, and it was next to impossible to see the details here and there
 because the glass was dimmed in places by a grey deposit due probably to the preservative with which the
 garment had been treated.
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 THE TUNIC OF TUTCANKHAMUN

 unguents, and foodstuffs. A second tunic in elaborate tapestry-weave (367 i), rolls of
 fine linen, and a variety of other objects, lay in the same box. This was of wood deco-
 rated with yellow faience work and red paint and was very roughly made; the textiles
 had been crumpled up and thrust into it carelessly. In spite of this rough treatment the
 garments were more complete than those found in the antechamber, our tunic being
 the better preserved of the two, possibly because it lay underneath.

 The tunic is a sleeved robe of fine plain linen decorated with applied bands, both in
 pattern-weave and embroidery, and fringed along the lower edge. It was probably

 5

 IA~ ___ _ _ _ _ _ 10 i-

 t i j

 FRONT

 5 5 ___ 6
 4 4 .------ --

 BACK

 FIG. I. Key to the position of the Bands.'

 made in one length of cloth folded in two; the selvedges were sewn together along the
 sides, and openings were left into which the sleeves were sewn; a hole and vertical slit
 for the neck were cut in the front below the fold; it seems strange that this neck opening
 should be placed so low, but a model made to measure fitted well. The garment
 measures II3'5 X 95-0 cm. without the fringe. The sleeves, which are now separated
 from the tunic, are made of finer linen; they are about 36 cm. long and would extend
 from elbow to wrist of the wearer, the body of the tunic being sufficiently wide to cover
 the upper arm. Other garments found in the tomb differ from this tunic chiefly in the
 absence of sleeves; in other respects the shape was the same as that shown in fig. I in
 all cases where it could be recovered; openings were left for the arms above, and some-
 times a few inches were also left unsewn at the bottom to give greater freedom in
 walking. The dimensions of these garments, where ascertainable, varied a good deal;

 I The arrows on Bands 5 indicate the direction of the warp.
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 G. M. CROWFOOT AND N. DE G. DAVIES

 some are ample, some narrow, some, like our tunic, probably came down only to just
 below the knee, others right down to the feet.' A belt, placed low down, would almost
 need to be worn with a garment of this type, and many girdles, or long shawls that
 could have fulfilled the same purpose, were found in the tomb.
 The position of the decorative bands, both woven and embroidered, is indicated in

 fig. i. The stitching by which they were sewn to each other and to the garment can be
 seen clearly in places on the original; it is not easy to distinguish the stitches on the
 photograph, pl. XIV, but they are shown well in several places on the drawings,
 pls. XVII-XXII. In decoration the tunic again has a unique feature, a chest piece in the
 form of a cross, which taken together with the collar may, as Pfister suggests, represent
 the cankh, and, though other embroideries came from the tomb, none had subjects of
 such variety and interest. But all the garments, complete or fragmentary, were decorated
 in an astonishing variety of ways, sometimes with bead work and sequins of gold and
 faience, but more usually with woven patterned bands, sewn on or inwoven, and in some
 cases with embroidery. The favourite position for the bands was down the sides, back
 and front, and round the bottom of the skirt, and a fringe at the bottom was formed
 from the warp ends. Applied collars were frequent, the nearest to that on the tunic
 being Carter 2I aa and o.

 It is not possible to be certain of the complete colour scheme of any garment, but
 Carter's notes give valuable help in a few cases. The prevailing tone of the decoration
 on the tunic is still, and probably always was blue, but there were originally touches of
 red, green, and black in several places. In the companion garment in tapestry-weave
 (367 i) the colours were blue, red, and white, with blue predominating. A very different
 effect must have been given by 50 a, a robe in yellow linen with narrow stripes in green
 and dark brown and bands with flying ducks in green, and by the plainer 50 j, with
 stripes in brown and green bands. Another robe had bands alternately in black and red.2

 Decorated garments must have been in use at an earlier date, for among fragments
 of robes decorated in tapestry-weaves of several colours, red, blue, green, yellow,
 brown, and black, found in the tomb of Tuthmosis IV, one bears the ka-name of
 Tuthmosis III, another the nomen of Amenophis II.

 If we turn and look forward, it is interesting to see how like these garments are to the
 tunics of the Coptic period with their decorative bands of purple or other colours. The
 latter are similar in shape, and made in much the same way, but they always have
 sleeves, often woven in the piece, and the neck-opening is a horizontal slit made along
 the fold. The sleeves are already woven in this way on the earliest tunic known of this

 I The following are the measurements of the most complete among the garments: tunic 367 i, I25 X 82 cm.;
 50 a, 137 x 85 cm.; 50j, 138 X 103 cm.; and the child's dress 21, 80 x 50 cm.

 2 The red of some of the pieces in the e o thectomb has been examined by Pfister and found to be madder. The
 blue, which was not examined, is, as he says, undoubtedly indigo, but I do not agree with him that the plant
 used was woad, Isatis tinctoria L. I suggest that a more probable source was Indigofera argentea L (= tinctoria
 Forsk.) which is cultivated and sub-spontaneous in Lower Egypt and indigenous in Upper Egyptand the Sudan,
 unless indeed Indigofera tinctoria L., so widely exported later, had already been brought from India. Till now
 it has not been possible to distinguish the indigo of different plants, but Hj. Ljungh (Birka, III, I82) speaks as
 if he could detect some difference between the indigo of woad and the true indigo (Indigofera tinctoria); it is
 to be hoped he will publish more on this subject.
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 PLATE XV

 1. Band No. 5, border

 2. Band No. 5, part

 3. Band No. 2  4. Band No. 3
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 THE TUNIC OF TUT'ANKHAMON 117
 class, one believed to be of the second century A.D. from Palmyra. This tunic has a
 medallion and bands woven in wool dyed in the true Tyrian purple; hence Pfister
 suggests in his work on the textiles of Palmyra that the fashion of using purple bands
 as decoration began in Syria and passed to Egypt, where it continued for several centuries.

 Howard Carter delighted in calling this tunic a dalmatic. Pfister, alluding to this,
 says in his conclusion: 'L'analogie de ces tuniques somptueuses avec la dalmatique
 byzantine est frappante; ces vetements sont donc les precurseurs de ceux qui, encore
 aujourd'hui, sont utilises dans le culte chretien.'"

 2. The woven Bands

 For position see fig. i, Nos. I-5, 8-13

 Like the tunic itself, the bands can be presumed to be of linen.
 In all previous publications these woven bands are referred to as being in tapestry-

 weave.2 This is not remarkable since many fine pieces in this weave were found in the
 tomb and at first sight these bands give the impression of tapestry-weave, that is, a
 weave in which the weft gives the pattern and the warp is concealed. Closer examina-
 tion of the bands has shown that in fact some of them are certainly, and the others most
 probably, in a warp-face weave, in which the close-pressed warps give the pattern and
 the weft is concealed, as in Textile 1045 shown in pls. XVI, XIX.

 It is, of course, impossible to examine the backs of the bands in general, but at
 certain places on the tunic they are torn and turned over, revealing floating threads on
 the back. This occurs at the top of Band 2 on the left side of the tunic and at the
 bottom of Band 3 slightly to the left of the centre; the instances can be located and
 recognized in pl. XIV by means of the key, fig. i. The fragment marked in the key as
 No. io is especially important because it hangs free from the garment, and therefore
 both sides are visible through the glass of the case, one side giving part of a design, the
 other floating threads. On the back of the tunic places can also be seen where the bands
 have been torn away from the garment and floating threads appear. No photograph is
 available, but the floats can be seen in the drawings, especially in pl. XVII.

 These observations, the results of two visits to Cairo, show that the backs of the
 bands, where visible, are entirely covered with floating threads; this alone is proof that
 they are not in tapestry-weave, in which the back and front should show the same kind
 of pattern. At the same time, as the bands are all sewn to the garment and the back and
 front cannot be seen of any piece except in the case of tiny fragments like No. o, it
 would have been difficult to carry the study further if it had not been for the discovery
 of the textile shown in pl. XIX. As first recognized by Mr. Lucas, who pointed it out to
 me, this bears a strong resemblance to the patterned bands on the tunic, and the con-
 clusions arrived at with regard to them are based on the study of the more accessible

 Pfister, op. cit. 2I8.
 2 Carter speaks of 'A linen dalmatic decorated with tapestry-woven and needlework ornament' (vol. iI,

 pi. 39); 'a long loose vestment having richly ornamented tapestry-woven borders down both sides' (I.L.N.,
 Aug. 3, 1929, p. 194); 'it is ornamented with strips of tapestry-woven polychrome geometric pattern sewn to
 the basic linen' (Embroidery, Dec. 1932, fig. i and p. io); so also 'Tunique d'apparat, a) encolure et devant
 brod6, b) bordure laterale en gobelin' (Pfister, op. cit., pi. 52, a, b; cf. p. 212).
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 G. M. CROWFOOT AND N. DE G. DAVIES

 textile (see pp. 122-5). A weaving draft made for the best preserved of the bands (No. i)
 is shown in pl. XVI, I. In spite of the difficulties of examination I believe the draft
 is substantially correct and can be used by a weaver with confidence.

 BAND No. i. See pl. XV, 5. 6; pl. XVI, I. 3.
 Position. Bands with this design form a side border to the tunic, back and front.

 There appear to be some slight differences between the bands on the right and left of
 the tunic in front; it is possible that they are two different bands, not pieces cut from
 the same one. The size in both cases is the same, width about 9-5 cm. The band shown
 in pl. XV, 6 and pl. XVI, I. 3 is from the right-hand side of the tunic, that in
 pl. XV, 5 is from the left side.

 Weave. Warp-face, weft concealed.
 The back of this band has not been seen and the weave is based on its resemblance

 to Textile 1045 (pl. XIX), Bands Nos. 2 and 3, and the fragment No. io. The character
 of the weave is supported by the presence of what appear to be the selvedges right and
 left of the band; the selvedge on the right of the right-hand band in front low down is
 clearly to be seen, sewn to the selvedge of the similar band on the back of the tunic.
 This sewing together of the two bands is well shown in the drawing in pl. XXI. It can
 be taken then that, looking at the band in pl. XIV or pl. XV, 6, the warp is vertical,
 the weft horizontal.

 The count for the draft pl. XVI, i was made from the photographs and not from the
 textile itself; the actual number of warps given (558) is probably too low, as the finely
 packed threads are difficult to estimate, but the proportions cannot be far from the
 original.

 Design. The pattern of squares and zigzags or chevrons is reminiscent of some ceiling
 patterns; the zigzags also appear on the girdle of Ramesses III in the Liverpool Museum.
 The design repeats on eighteen weft-throws. It could not be woven on less than ten
 heddles. It could also be woven by means of Beduin pattern-weave by the procedure
 described in dealing with Textile 1045, p. I24. I have woven a sample of about the same
 degree of fineness in the Beduin weave and did not meet with any difficulty except that
 in parts of the pattern the colour design makes it necessary to set up three warps instead
 of the usual two. In the three-thread portion the floats are particularly heavy. It is
 interesting to find that in his notes Carter describes this band as a border of 'thick heavy
 material'; this would agree very well with the character of this class of weave.

 Right and left of the bands next to the selvedge there is a simple pattern of checks.
 Checks are the only patterns that can be carried out in Beduin warp-face without float-
 ing threads. If the back of this part of the band were to be examined it ought to show
 the same design as the front, unless indeed several colours were used, and on this point
 there is no evidence.

 Colour. The only colours that I could see on this band are pale blue, dark blue, and
 brown. The brown varies much in shade and is in parts so light that I took it to have
 been originally the natural linen thread. In my draft, pl. XVI, i, I used therefore only
 three colours, pale blue, dark blue, and natural. Later I came to the conclusion that

 II8
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 THE TUNIC OF TUT'ANKHAMON

 some parts now brown must have been originally of some shade darker than natural.
 In the drawing of the pattern, pl. XVI, 3, these parts are shown as brown. Later still, on
 studying Carter's notes I found that other colours besides blue had been visible in a
 few places on the band when first discovered, that is, red, green, and black. The tracts
 marked brown in pi. XVI, 3 were red, some of the squares marked as blue in the little
 border right and left of the centre were green, and the dark filling near the check
 pattern was black. The original colouring would therefore be: warp, blue (pale and
 dark), red, green, black, and natural; weft, natural.

 BAND NO. 2. See pl. XV, 3.
 Position. This band is seen above the embroidered panels (No. 6) on the back and

 front of the tunic.

 Weave. It is very much torn in front and is folded over on the left side at the top,
 showing floating threads on the reverse. It is therefore certainly in warp-weave; as
 seen in the plate the warp is vertical.

 Design. Diamonds and chevrons.
 Colour. The ground in the centre and the darker rows of diamonds are brown; the

 lighter alternate rows are blue outlined with white; the chevrons down the middle are
 white with a blue centre.

 BAND NO. 3. See pl. XV, 4.
 Position. This band is seen below the embroidered panels (No. 6) on the back and

 front of the tunic.

 Weave. It is certainly in warp-face weave; as seen in pl. XV, 4 the warp is vertical.
 The portion on the front, torn and turned over at the bottom to the left of the centre,
 clearly shows the floating threads of the reverse side. On the front of this band part of
 the pattern has blocks of three coloured squares with bands of white or a pale colour
 intersecting them and the long floats of the white threads carrying over the squares are
 most conspicuous on the reverse side; this is a most characteristic feature of this class
 of weave.

 Design. Zigzags and squares.
 Colour. The colour scheme is gay; the centre zigzag and the outer edges, now

 brownish, were probably natural or white, as also the bands intersecting the blocks of
 blue and red brown squares; the zigzag on the left of centre is blue, the two on the right
 are red and blue, and the filling is red-brown.

 BAND No. 4. Visible in pl. XIV and pl. XVII, right side.
 Position. Pieces of bands in this design are seen on the front of the tunic on the

 right-hand side of Band 3 and the embroidered panel, and to judge from Carter's notes
 there must have been similar pieces on the left side of the tunic also, now in a very
 ragged condition. Two similar bands are present on the back of the tunic on the left
 side, one is the side border, the other is next to the embroidered panel; another prob-
 ably once existed on the right side, now in poor condition.

 Weave. Floating threads can be seen on a piece turned over on the back as shown in
 the drawing, pl. XVII, so the band is probably in the same weave as the others.

 II9
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 G. M. CROWFOOT AND N. DE G. DAVIES

 Design. The design is one of squares, bands, and zigzags with rhombs down the
 centre.

 Colour. Blue, grey, and brown were the only colours recognizable here and there.

 BAND NO. 5. See pl. XV, I. 2.
 Position. The complete design of this band is only to be seen on the back of the

 tunic, left of the embroidered panel (pl. XVII); the warp is here taken to be vertical. This
 is the broadest of all the bands, 14 cm. wide. Pieces obviously cut from this band are
 seen right and left on the front of the tunic above Band 2, the direction of the warp is
 here horizontal; the raw edges of the band are apparently turned in and sewn down
 right and left, while one selvedge can be clearly seen sewn over the lower end of Band i
 and the other, not so clearly, sewn to a piece of another band below, see pl. XV, 6. There
 is a somewhat similar arrangement of pieces from this band on the back also, see pl. XVII.

 Weave. The evidence from torn places is slight, but it is probably in the same weave
 as the others.

 Design. Diamonds and squares in a rectangular network.
 Colour. The diamonds are in alternate rows of blue and grey, outlined in pale

 brown; the network of lines is blackish, enclosing squares in brown and natural; the
 border, pl. XV, I, is in brown, blue, and grey.

 BAND No. 8. See pls. XIV, XVIII.
 Position. The collar is an applied woven band about 5 cm. broad sewn on to the

 tunic; two embroidered bands edged with braids on one side form borders to the
 opening. According to Carter's notes the collar was tied with two strings, and one of
 these can still be distinguished in pl. XIV.

 Weave. Unfortunately I had no time when in Cairo to study the collar; the texture
 is difficult to make out from the photograph, but it is probably in warp-weave. There
 is a strong resemblance between it and two other collars of simpler pattern shown in
 photographs among Carter's notes. These come from shirts of the size for a child
 found in casket 21 in the antechamber. The weave here is seen to be of the nature of a

 braid, several wefts being put through together to form loops at each selvedge. Through
 these loops on one side the string is threaded to draw the collar in. This appears to be
 the case also on the collar of the tunic, but the edges are in bad condition and difficult
 to distinguish with certainty.

 Design. There is a row of cartouches down the centre side by side, reading Neb-
 kheprure'. On one side of it are two rows of squares, very like those to right and left
 of the centre on Band I; on the other possibly there is a check pattern. This design
 appears to repeat on thirteen weft-throws, and could probably be woven on eight
 heddles or by Beduin pattern-weave, but I have not been able to make a draft for it.

 Colour. Blue, brown, and white or natural are still visible in parts.

 BAND NO. 9. See pl. XVIII.
 Position. The embroidered panels on the chest below the collar are bordered on all

 sides with a narrow band in a check pattern.
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 PLATE XVIII
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 FRONT. Decoration of the Neck Opening.
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 TEXTILE 1045 FROM THE TOMB OF TUT(ANKHAMON
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 THE TUNIC OF TUTCANKHAMIUN

 Weave. Unless many colours are used, and of this there is no evidence, such a
 pattern can be woven in plain warp-weave.

 Design. Checks. This band, like Nos. I i and 12, is very like the little band in checks
 that binds the broad end of the girdle of Ramesses III at Liverpool.

 Colour. No evidence.

 BAND NO. IO. See pl. XIV.
 Position. This band is a fragment hanging from the lower edge of the tunic on the

 right-hand side; it is probably the only remaining fragment of the original lower
 border, for part of a fringe still hangs from it and must, from Carter's notes, have been
 more voluminous when first discovered.

 WTeave. When I examined the band in Cairo I could see floating threads at the back
 of it, and it is probably in some kind of warp-weave. The band may have been made
 on the warp ends as suggested for Band 13, or woven as a separate piece and sewn on.

 Design. The design of this fragment cannot be made out. A zigzag runs across it.
 Colour. No evidence.

 BANDS NOS. II AND 12. See pl. XIV.
 Position. The sleeves were decorated with three narrow bands in check patterns.
 Weave. These bands could be carried out in plain warp-weave.
 Design. It is not possible to be certain of the designs but it is a check pattern in both

 cases.

 Colour. Blue occurs on them according to Carter's notes.

 BAND NO. 13.
 Position. This band, in a check pattern with fringe hanging from it, is seen at the

 back of the tunic, bottom left, in pls. XVII and XXII.
 WVeave. Unfortunately I made no study of this band from the original and no photo-

 graph is available. Fringes on this kind of garment are usually made from the warp
 ends. If this is the case here, the check border may have been made on them, in the
 same way as such borders are made at the present day in Cairo and Omdurman. A
 warp is laid on the little 'fringe loom' to form the border, and the warp ends of the
 garment are put through as wefts, hanging down to form the fringe below it. This may
 have been done on some simple loom or frame for the border and fringe on the tunic,
 or border and fringe may have been made separately and sewn on; there is no evidence
 to prove which method was used.
 Design. Checks.
 Colour. No evidence.

 COMPARATIVE MATERIAL.

 As already noted, one textile (Textile 1045) from Tutcankhamun's tomb bears a
 strong resemblance to the pattern border. The examination of this textile was of con-
 siderable assistance in the study of the weave of the pattern-bands, and it is therefore
 described in detail below (see pp. 122-4). So far no other textile from the tomb has been
 noted in this warp-weave to compare with them. All the other patterned pieces that

 R
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 G. M. CROWFOOT AND N. DE G. DAVIES

 I have seen are in tapestry-weave of marvellously fine quality, such as the second tunic
 (367 i)' and the famous gloves and girdles.2 These compare well with the beautiful
 fragments of robes decorated in tapestry-weave from the tomb of Tuthmosis IV, as is
 recorded by Carter in his notes.3
 Altogether I only know of three textiles from Ancient Egypt in warp-weave to com-

 pare with those from our tomb. These are the girdle of Ramesses III4 (Liverpool
 Museum), the Hood textile,5 and Textile 25I-I9216 (Victoria and Albert Museum),
 and none of these gives an exact parallel for the weave of the tunic bands.

 THE GIRDLE OF RAMESSES III is in warp-face double-weave; the colours are blue, red,
 green, and natural. There are points of resemblance to the tunic bands in the appear-
 ance of the weave and in the zigzags which form part of the pattern. The resemblance
 between the braid which binds it and that which binds the breastplate of the tunic has
 already been noted.
 THE HOOD TEXTILE (Victoria and Albert Museum, T2i-i94o), from Thebes,

 uncertain in date, of fine linen in blue and natural, is in warp-face weave, but the pat-
 tern, apart from simple checks, is achieved by a fantastic substitution of wefts for warps.

 TEXTILE 25I-I92I (Victoria and Albert Museum), found by Carter in an Eighteenth
 Dynasty tomb, is in coarse linen, 3 ft. 2 in. x i ft. 52 in. It has a simple geometric
 pattern in blue, brown, red, and natural, repeating on four throws of weft; to judge
 from the class of faults it shows, it was probably woven on three heddles or two heddles
 and a shed rod.

 The bands in warp-weave from the tomb of Tutcankhamun are therefore up to the
 present unique both in designs and weave.

 TEXTILE I045 (Cairo). Carter, No. 54 p. See pl. XVI, 2. 4 and pl. XIX. This
 textile, which has a strong resemblance to the bands on the tunic, came from a casket
 (No. 54) of ebony and painted wood, found in the antechamber; it has floating threads at
 the back and is certainly in warp-face weave. It was this which gave me the key to the
 weave of the bands, a weave which has not previously been described from Ancient
 Egypt. The design also is interesting: the rows of chevrons with dividing lines between
 them occur also on many other objects from the tomb; they seem to have been a popular
 form of decoration at this period and one not seen much before it.

 The description of the textile given here is based on an examination made in Cairo
 Museum by kind permission of the authorities, and on subsequent study of photographs
 and the making of samples.

 Material. Linen; the thread is S-spun, as is usual in Ancient Egyptian weaves.
 Description. This textile is 39 cm. long, 8-5 cm. wide in the centre, and 5-5 cm. wide

 at the ends; it has a binding in fine plain linen on all four sides; presumably it had been
 sewn on to a garment. It is described in Howard Carter's notes as: 'a tapestry-woven

 I Carter, I.L.N., Aug. 3, I929, p. I96; Embroidery, Dec. I932, fig. 2 and p. Io.
 2 Pfister, op. cit., pls. 51 a, b, d; 52 c; 53 b.
 3 Carter & Newberry, The Tomb of Thoutmosis IV, I904, pls. I, 28.
 4 C. H. Johl, Altdgyptische Webestiihle, 6i; T. 0. Lee, Liverpool Annals of Art and Archaeology, vol. v;

 G. M. Crowfoot, op. cit., vol. x.
 5 Crowfoot, Ancient Egypt, 1933, frontispiece and p. 43. 6 Pfister, op. cit., fig. 5.
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 THE TUNIC OF TUT'ANKHAMUN

 strip backed with ordinary cloth'. This backing, fortunately for the student, is now
 much perished, and where it has disappeared it is now plain that the textile is not in
 tapestry-weave, for if this were the case the back would have shown the same pattern as the
 front, whereas it is a mass of floating threads. This part of the back of the textile is
 shown in the enlargement in pl. XIX, 3, where the floating threads are seen clearly except
 where the weave is confused by fragments of textiles adhering to it. The adherent piece
 at the top of the photograph is probably a fragment of the textile itself; that at the
 bottom may be a folded fragment of the original backing bordered by a narrow braid.
 This braid is similar to two others from the tomb; of these one is described fully by
 Pfister (op. cit., fig. 4) and the other is seen on the embroidered panel from the robe
 IOI p (op. cit., pl. 53 a).
 On the face of the cloth the pattern shows well in the original in spite of a heavy

 brown stain. The colours now visible on the chevrons are a repeat of pale brown, pale
 blue, dark brown, and pale bluewith dividing lines in pale brown, as shown in pl . XVI, 4.
 Pfister also noted these colours: 'bleu clair, beige, brun noir'.' I am inclined to think
 that some colour changes must have taken place, for in Howard Carter's notes, besides
 blue, mention is made only of yellow and green (?). The traditional colours in this type
 of design on the wall-paintings are usually red, blue, and green, with dividing lines in
 yellow. It may be that the pale brown was originally yellow, while the dark brown,
 which has run badly, staining parts of the textile, may originally have been red, possibly
 dyed with madder, which from Pfister's discoveries is now proved to be the 'Pharaonic
 red'. He found the pieces in madder red examined from the tomb to be but poorly
 dyed, and liable to run when wetted. This is not surprising, for modern weavers
 experimenting with vegetable dyes find it extremely difficult to dye linen with madder
 satisfactorily.

 Weave. As already said, the piece is in warp-weave. Before coming to this conclusion
 I had to consider the possibility that it might be in a weft-face weave other than true
 tapestry-weave, in which floating threads could occur at the back. There is a weft-face
 weave of this kind used to-day in Morocco for patterned bands on women's dress.2
 This is put in entirely by hand while the cloth is on the loom; some threads are carried
 through and float at the back where not needed for the pattern, but in certain motifs the
 threads are returned, or cut off to avoid a long float, and rows of tapestry or twined
 weave are often combined with it; it is, in fact, a mixed technique. On the other hand,
 the character of the weave in Textile I045 is consistent throughout, for all the pattern
 threads appear to go from top to bottom of the piece. More important still is the fact
 that in one place at the side the binding is frayed and the textile revealed has the closely
 packed threads peculiar to a selvedge. The position of a selvedge here, taken with the
 texture, gives proof that the textile is in a warp-weave.

 The warp threads are vertical as shown in pl. XIX, I, that is, on the long axis of the

 I Op. cit., pls. 51 f. and p. 214. An illustration is given and a short description of the textile, but no dis-
 cussion of the weave.

 2 Miss de Riviere kindly showed me examples of this weavne in the Trocadero Musee de 'Homme, Paris:
 museum nos. 29, 37, 81; provenance stated as 'Maroc, Moyen Atlas'.
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 G. M. CROWFOOT AND N. DE G. DAVIES

 piece; those not required in the pattern float at the back. The weft, in natural linen, is
 concealed except where the fabric is torn.

 The draft of the pattern is given in pl. XVI, 2. Like all warp-face drafts it distorts and
 elongates a pattern which really depends on closely packed threads, and the design in
 more accurate proportions is shown in pl. XVI, 4. The draft has a count of 780 warps, but
 only shows the warps visible from binding to binding. With the addition of the portions
 under the bindings the total count would be not less than about 880, but these figures
 must be taken with caution. I think the proportions of the draft are good, and if used
 for weaving will give the right effect, though the actual warp numbers may be slightly
 higher than my estimate. The narrowing of the piece at either end may have been
 achieved by a folding of the edge under the binding, as a little of the pattern is lost on
 either side.

 The design repeats on twelve weft-throws, and could not be woven on less than seven
 heddles. It could be woven by a more simple procedure like that of Beduin pattern-weave,
 and I think that the latter is more probable for the following reasons. At this period the
 Ancient Egyptians already had two looms, the ground loom and the vertical loom. The
 latter is the perfect loom for tapestry-weave and it is an interesting fact that it appears
 on the monuments first in the Eighteenth Dynasty, when also the earliest fine tapestry-
 weaves appear. But neither the ground loom nor the vertical loom are ideal looms on
 whichl to multiply heddles, and as already noted, seven are required for the textile now
 under discussion, and ten for Band i of the tunic. I therefore suggest Beduin pattern-
 weave as a possible alternative. It is used for decorative bands on tents in the Western
 Desert (Egypt), Palestine, Transjordan, and Syria. The women weave on the ground
 loomI equipped only with a rod heddle and a shed rod. The procedure is to set up a
 double warp for the patterned portion, two threads, say black and white, in each leash
 of the rod heddle and two threads, black and white, on the shed rod. The weaver
 chooses which of the two colours she needs for her pattern and the other floats at the
 back. The resulting texture is closely packed, the pattern is in the warp, and the weft
 is entirely concealed. None of these Beduin weaves, in wool of course, are as fine as the
 linen weave of Textile 1045, but the procedure is extremely simple and would present
 no difficulty on either of the looms to someone with the right kind of eyesight. In this
 particular pattern three threads of different colours have occasionally to be set up in one
 leash of the heddle instead of two. I have woven a small sample myself and found it
 possible to manage this and obtain a result that seems to resemble the original.
 Design. Rows of chevrons in different colours, now pale brown, dark brown, and

 blue, run across the textile. The chevrons end in rhombs at the edges of the material,
 and are separated from each other by narrow bands in pale brown. The central part of
 this design, the rows of chevrons, is similar to the type of chevron pattern classed by
 Van Gennep and Jequier as Theme C.I. in their discussion of the chevron patterns on
 girdles worn by Pharaoh.2 A magnificent example is seen on the kilt and also on the

 I The same procedure could be easily carried out on the vertical loom.
 2 Le Tissage aux cartons, etc., I9I6, fig. io. 'Les zones decores de chevrons (Theme C). Quand les zones

 sont aux nombre de plus de trois, le decor le plus frequent est forme par une serie de petits chevrons de couleurs,
 tous egaux et la pointe dirigee en arriere, separes par des lignes, egalement en chevrons, de moitie plus etroites,
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 THE TUNIC OF TUT<ANKHAMUN

 shoulder covering of Ramesses III as portrayed in the Tomb of Amenkhopshef at
 Thebes.I On the kilt blue and green chevrons are separated by yellow lines. The same
 type of pattern is found in the decoration of other objects in the tomb of Tut(ankhamuin,
 for example, on the second state chariot which was 'encrusted with semi-precious
 stones and polychrome glass' (Carter, op. cit., 1, pls. 17, B; 38), on the second coffin,
 'of oakwood overlaid with sheet gold on gesso, inlaid with opaque polychrome glass,
 simulating red jasper, lapis lazuli, and turquoise' (pls. 23. 68), on the third (innermost)
 coffin of gold 'in rich cloisonne work' (pls. 24, 71), on the throne and footstool (III,
 pi. 33), and on the miniature gold coffin (pl. 54). Howard Carter refers to this chevron
 design as 'feathered',2 possibly because it is seen on the tails of the vultures on the gold
 coffin (pl. 71), on the King's ear-rings (III, pl. i8), and on the tail of the hawk and the
 tail and lower wing of the vulture on the Pectoral (II, pl. 80). In these examples the
 rounded tip of each 'feather' is indicated; in our textile the rhombs in which the rows
 of chevrons end might be a conventionalized form of these 'feather-tips'. It is not
 surprising that a design so popular that it was carried out in the most costly materials
 should appear also on one of the fine textiles of the King's apparel.

 It does not seem to have been popular much before this period; I do not know of any
 instance earlier than those already cited of the Eighteenth Dynasty. But there is one
 very curious instance of survival. This chevron design is seen on the skirt and back of
 the royal sphinx on the painted casket from the tomb (I, pl. 54), and precisely the same
 design is to be found as a skirt decoration on royal sphinxes on the ivories of Arslan
 Tash3 in Syria, and on those of Samaria in Palestine, both circa ninth century B.C.4

 3. The embroidered Border and Bands

 For position see fig. i, Nos. 6, 7

 The embroidered decoration includes the panels forming the broad border on the
 back and front of the tunic, and the bands forming the cross on the chest, all no doubt
 worked separately and sewn to the garment. According to Carter they are all worked
 upon 'a fine diaphanous cellular fabric' (Embroidery, Dec. 1932, p. IO). Mrs. Brunton
 distinguished a small portion of a plain textile visible on the front as 'the edge of the
 strip of fine muslin which was embroidered before being stitched to the garment'.
 c'est-a-dire ayant exactement la largeur des lignes longitudinales. Les chevrons successifs sont alternativement
 bleus, verts et rouges, et la ligne de bordure toujours jaune, de meme que les petits chevrons de separation.'
 See Guilmant, Le Tombean de Ramses IX, pi. 76; Leps., Dkm., r, i, ps. I, 217; Champollion, Mon., pls. 237,
 260, 268, 271. See Lepsius, op. cit., also III, pl. i (New Kingdom); two centre rows on the kilt have this type
 of chevron, and also the flail; the order of colour is blue, green, blue, red, with yellow between. Op. cit., IIn,
 I90, pl. I9 (Abu Simbel: in colour) kilt with chevrons; approximately this design; blue and red on gold.
 Op. cit., IIn, 115, Dyn. XVIII (Thebes) belt and kilt of Pharaoh: five rows of chevrons; red, green, blue, with
 yellow between. Op. cit., III, 18, belt and kilt of Pharaoh: three rows of chevrons in red, green, blue, and
 yellow between each and yellow lines.

 I Nina M. DaN ies, Ancient Egyptian Paintings, pl. 103.
 2 Of the second coffin he says: 'It has the Nemes headdress and its ornamentation is of the feathered type',

 and of the miniature gold coffins, comparing their design with that of the second coffin, he says 'They are far
 more elaborately inlaid in feather design'.

 3 F. Thureau-Dangin and others, Arslan Tash (in Biblioth. archeol. et hist., xvi, 1931), pls. 28, 23. 25; 30,
 29. 30; 31, 31. 33.

 4 Early Ivories, J. W. & G. M. Crowfoot, Samaria-Sebaste, II, pls. 5, 3; 7, 12. 14.
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 G. M. CROWFOOT AND N. DE G. DAVIES

 These expressions would indicate that the linen ground was in an open weave, in which
 the threads, though fine, could be clearly distinguished, a texture very suitable for
 embroidery.

 Colour. Colour is not mentioned in Carter's notes. Blue can be seen in parts of the
 bands, but Mrs. Brunton writes that no colours are now visible on the borders, merely
 shades of brown from biscuit to nearly black. However, in one place she notes: 'The
 background is faintly green. The plants have a trace of white thread outline.' Pfister'
 also noted a white outline in some places. This is extremely interesting because in
 Carter's description of another embroidered panel found with the linen robe No. ioi p
 he mentions patterns of green thread outlined by white thread in a running stitch.

 Stitches. Mrs. Brunton recognized two stitches with certainty, outline stitch and
 chain stitch, the latter only in a few places. Pfister also recognized chain stitch on two
 other embroidered pieces from the tomb; these were the panel mentioned above from
 robe IOI p and a piece with four 'Maltese' crosses (op. cit., pls. 53 a; 54 e).

 Another note made by Mrs. Brunton stresses the fact that parts of the embroidery
 have perished. She says of her drawings: 'Where the linen is spotted this represents
 needle-holes. The background was originally filled in as intact patches remain here
 and there.'

 Subjects. The subjects on the embroidery are arranged in small panels or squares,
 and these appear to be designed so that the panels alternately have the subjects light
 on a dark background and dark on a light background. The subjects are fully discussed
 in Section II by Mr. N. de G. Davies, who has also provided key drawings to them in
 plates XX and XXII.

 Comparative Material. There are several other instances of embroidery from the
 tomb besides those already mentioned, but none with subjects similar to those on the
 tunic. The only two other examples of embroidery of this period known to me both
 come from the tomb of Tuthmosis IV.2 One, No. 46526, is the fragment of a robe with
 the name of Amenophis II, the other, No. 46529, is part of a robe thought by Carter
 to be possibly of the time of Tuthmosis IV. The first is of a very simple character, with
 rows of fine black stitches marking off the tapestry designs. The second is rather more
 elaborate, having rows of rosettes with pale green centres and pale pink petals em-
 broidered on a white linen striped in pink.

 4. The Subjects on the embroidered Panels
 By N. DE G. DAVIES

 Most of the embroidered panels were worked separately as small squares and sewn
 together before being applied to the garment, and are marked out by being alternately
 in a different stitch (?) and possibly in a different colour.3 At times several panels are

 1 Op. cit., p. 212. 'Le tissu qui supporte la broderie est ajoure par endroits; certains contours de la broderie
 sont executes en fils tres blancs dont il n'etait malheureusement pas possible d'etablir la nature.'

 2 Carter & Newberry, op. cit., pl. 28.
 3 A. Io is half in one stitch, half in another (A standing for the front, B for the back). The embroidered

 borders of zigzags above and below the panels also show this variation, but with great irregularity. These
 borders are made separately out of snippets, generally two or three panels long.
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 THE TUNIC OF TUT'ANKHAMUN

 worked on one piece.' The front strip is longer than the back one, a square of woven
 work on the left side of the back taking the place of embroidered subjects, with astonish-
 ing asymmetry. Since the detail can scarcely be trusted now, the panels are chiefly of
 interest as an answer to the question whether they are Egyptian products or Syrian, or,
 it may be, worked in Egypt by Syrian needlewomen. It may be said in advance that
 they prove to be distinctly Syrian in character, though they show marked Egyptian
 influence. Nothing definite can be said as to their merit as works of art, since needle-
 work depends for its effect on masses of colour and on texture rather than on line, and
 all three have to be reconstructed in imagination in this case. But the original aspect
 can scarcely have failed to be very rich and may well have been a marvellous achieve-
 ment of the weaver's and the embroiderer's art.

 The inclination towards scenes of hunting was so strong and agelong in Egypt that
 where this subject is used by Syrians one may suspect some concession to Egyptian
 tastes. Here the details conform in general to Egyptian models, especially to those of
 the Eighteenth Dynasty (foreshadowed earlier at Mer), in which the animals are dis-
 tributed about the field, with or without ground under their feet, instead of being
 ranked in processional files. The mingling of the regular life of the desert fauna with
 their terrified flight before beasts of prey or trained dogs is very characteristic of
 Egyptian pictures. In some points, however, these embroidered designs are in discord
 with it. The cantering legs of the ibex, the frequent appearance of the lion and his
 violent action, the unreal position of the tail between the legs in attack,2 the interspersed
 flowers without stem or leaf, the alternation of excerpts from the hunt with the palmette

 design, and the absence of any hunter,3 though his dogs, slipped from the leash (as the
 collars show), are so prominent, are all un-Egyptian. In addition, even where only
 animals appear, they carry a latent symbolism of that victory of the divine hero over
 his enemies which is so striking a feature of Mesopotamian art.4 To crown all, the
 garment seems to be Syrian, as is indicated by the bands of decoration on the lower
 hem, on the sleeves, and up the side hems, as well as by the cross-wise gusset below the
 neck-opening, and even more decisively by the long sleeves.S To establish this conclu-
 sion let us proceed to examine the symbolic elements of the design and the scenes of chase.

 The Palnette. This was probably introduced into Egypt from Syria and at first

 e.g. A. 4, 5, 6, (and 7?) together; so too A. II, I2; also B. 3, 4, 5.
 2 This is paralleled only in such designs as one may suspect to be Syrian, e.g. M. I55, 86, 202; St. 273,

 305; I.L.N. 1937, p. 708. (I use M. for Montet, Reliques de l'Art Syrien; St. for Steindorff, Die Kunst der
 Aegypter; W. for Weber, Altorientalische Siegelbilder; I.L.N. for Illustrated London News).

 3 The hunter is shown in M. I71 and I.L.N. I937, p. 708.
 4 The relics of Tutcankhamun show it, as regards the royal hero, in the parallelism of the scenes of hunting

 and war on the casket and the decorations of the pyx (St. 273).
 5 For three bands on the sleeves, and perhaps false memories of the gusset, see Bull. MMA, March 1926,

 II, p. 47 and JEA xx, pl. 25. For a cross at the neck, see Wilkinson, Manners and Customs (ed. Birch), i,
 p. 246, 6. Apart from the sleeves and decoration, the gown is not unlike the Egyptian shirt, worn below the
 kilt (Davies, Tomb of Ramose, pl. 7; Tomb of Two Sculptors, pl. 29). For shirts extant see Winlock, Private Life
 of Ancient Egyptians, pi. 9, and Mond, Liverpool Annals of Art and Archaeology, xvI, 57 and fig. 8. I estimate
 that the garment would have fallen well below the knee of the king, and the sleeve to the wrist at least, for Derry
 gives his height as 5 ft. 6 ins. Probably the king never wore it, unless he had a Syrian harem like his forefathers.
 Yet it was not left behind to be a prized heirloom, as were the garments in the tomb of Tuthmosis IV.
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 G. M. CROWFOOT AND N. DE G. DAVIES

 chiefly occurs as the decoration of the weapons-daggers, sheaths, bow-cases-which
 Egypt imported. In the restricted spaces offered there the design assumed a simple
 and attractive form which was akin to Egyptian ornamentation, being derived apparently
 from floral forms.' The later development, florid as well as floral, might also at its time
 be acceptable in Egypt, just because exotic.

 The probable origin of the palmette is in the Assyrian tree of life, so much identified
 with the palm.2 The essential features of this are the spreading head of foliage, the
 hanging fruit, the outcurving fronds at the root, the long bare trunk. But, as the last
 was adverse to decorative treatment, it is replaced in Syria by floral forms, the leaves
 furnishing volutes curving both up and down, flowers such as the iris (or the Egyptian
 'lily') presenting a similar curve by its curling sepals and its mass of stamens, and the
 whole plant the spreading head. Additional height was given to it by repetition of the
 characteristic element which seems to have undergone a previous architectural styliza-
 tion.3 The Assyrian embellishment of the palm is still more unsatisfactory (W. 470-86).
 The simpler forms of the palmette are seen in St. 303, 305, and it is noteworthy that in
 the latter instance we see the palmette as a plant growing in the desert. So also in
 Borchardt, Allerhand Kleinigkeiten, pl. 13. Interesting variants of the palmette are
 found in M. 146, I72, i86.

 The Sphinx. The Eastern conception of the sphinx, so different from that of Egypt,
 is here transferred to the latter country, and other examples of the same period can be
 cited as witnesses of the surprisingly friendly reception it had there.4 In Egypt the
 human-headed lion is the embodiment of conscious supremacy; in the East the com-
 posite lion,5 whether as sphinx or as gryphon, from being a monster inimical to the
 gods has become a symbol of submission to higher powers or their ally (W. 307-9, 35I,
 480). The sphinx is given a woman's head,6 and wings proclaim her to be superhuman
 or even a goddess. As such she is perhaps at times to be identified with Astarte or, on
 emigration to Egypt where she is almost exclusively to be discovered, with Hathor.
 For she appears on ointment horns (as a head only),7 jewellery, toilet boxes, etc.8 Her

 In Davies, The Tomb of IKenamin, pl. 14, floral palmettes surround dum-palms, perhaps as the rim and
 central ornaments of a noble epergne of gold.

 2 For a full and lavishly illustrated discussion of the subject consult Danthine, Le Palmier dattier et les
 arbres sacres, Paris, 1937.

 3 This mode of building up a decorative element perhaps helped to produce the Ramesside column with
 superimposed capitals. A clever synthesis of floral elements is seen in the 'botanical garden' at Karnak (Meyer,
 Fremdv6lker, 157-77). It may be Syrian work.
 4 Female sphinxes in Egypt comprise really Egyptian ones and also Syrianized forms. Egyptian: I, the

 queen of Tuthmosis III, Newberry, Life of Rekhmara, pl. 22; 2, perhaps the same, von Bissing, Denkmdler,
 pl. 37; 3, queen Shepenupet of Dyn. XXVI, Berlin, Verzeichnis, fig. 51; 4, small sphinx resembling no. 2,
 Ann. Serv., xxxI, I28. Syrianized: 5, queen Teye at Sedeinga, Leps., Dkm., iI, 82, with the tail between the
 legs; 6, on a statue of queen Mutnedjemet at Turin, Champollion, Lettres au Due de Blacas, pl. i; 7, on a toilet
 box, Abbott collection, Prisse, L'Art Egyptien, ii, pi. 35, 4; 8, on a dish, Petrie, Illahun, Kahun, and Gurob,
 pl. 20; 9, on a vase in the pavilion, Medinet Habu, Prisse, op. cit., pl. 35, 5; o0, I I, on vases at Karnak, Wreszin-
 ski, Atlas, II, 49, 59; I2, painting, Borchardt, Allerhand Kleinigkeiten, pl. 13. s Or cheetah. So Borchardt.
 6 Rarely the teats of a lioness (nos. 5, i above, and I.L.N., 1937, p. 709), once the breasts of a woman,

 Borchardt, Portrdthopf der Teye, fig. 30.

 7 M. 37-9. Cf. N. M. Davies, Ancient Egyptian Paiztings, pi. 42, and Petrie, Qurneh, pi. 25.
 8 M. 148, I49, 200-2. Also in I.L.N., loc. cit.; G. Loud, Megiddo Ivories, pi. 7, 2I. 22.
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 THE TUNIC OF TUT'ANKHAMUN

 floral head-dress also has Egyptian parallels in those of women of the harem, dancers,
 etc. Its many variants are against a specific identification with any divinity; the Syrian
 sphinx may be no more than a well-disposed genius, representing to Egypt the sub-
 missive soul of that land.' The addition of the pursuit of a caprine animal by a dog
 above the sphinx on panels A 7, 9, besides its use as a filler, may carry some allusion to
 the victorious power of the gods which compels erstwhile foes to adoration (W. 480).
 It may even show that the female sphinx of Syria was regarded as a real member of the
 animal world. The painted scene on the side panel (?) of a chariot2 is intensely interesting
 in its close analogy to the panels we are considering. Its position would call for a real hunt-
 ing scene; yet we have here, besides lions and a dog or hunting cheetah attacking a bull, a
 winged gryphon as the leading beast of prey and a female sphinx calmly posed above a
 conflict, in which there is no other sign of symbolism. The Syrian origin of the scene
 is plain in the position of the tails and the exceptionally broad stride of the animals.

 The Gryphon. The lion with the head of a crested bird, and generally with its wings
 also, perhaps had its ultimate origin in Mesopotamia, a land rich in composite animals;
 but it, or its like, found a more graceful form in Crete3 and thence passed directly to
 Egypt (as regards the head at least)4 and later by way of Syria as a complete animal of
 pacific nature. But in Mycenean times and centres it had acquired grim reality as a
 ferocious beast of prey.5 Its role in Egypt, where it had a native but disregarded pre-
 decessor,6 is benevolent, though the desert is its home.7 In Eastern glyptic art, where
 the animals change their natures so bewilderingly, the gryphon may be an enemy,8 or,
 with the lion as a comrade, may take the place of the triumphant hero-god and his
 associate.9 The blurred head of the right-hand animal in panel A 6 leaves us in doubt
 whether it be a lion or a gryphon. Probably two gryphons are facing one another in a
 common victory.10 The bull placed overhead there is only a second picture of the
 victim-to-be, a frequent feature in such scenes.

 In conclusion the scenes depicted in these two strips of embroidery may be briefly
 analysed."

 I On the gem of Amenophis III (JEA IIn, pl. I ) the sphinx may be taken to represent the homage of the
 king's Syrian consort, and that on the group of Haremhab and Mutnedjmet at Turin, the homage of Syria,
 or its goddess, to the throne. The indication of the sex of the animal is surprising at this date. On the ceiling
 of Tomb 65 at Thebes two female (?) sphinxes with long necks and with a lotus on their heads adore the
 setting sun. In my drawing on pl. XX I have made the tail more leonine than Mrs. Brunton suggests. But it
 does end in a decorated circle in Syria, xviii, pi. 39. 2 Borchardt, Allerhand Kleinigkeiten, pl. 13.

 3 Evans, Palace of Minos, Iv, pl. 32. 4 M. 79, I50, 52, i66, 167. 5 I.L.N., 1939, p. I63; 1937, P. 708.
 6 Newberry, Beni Hasan, ii, pl. I6. 7 M. IoI, 118, 148, 149, 155.
 8 M. I95 Cf. the late Cyprian bowl (Perrot-Chipiez, Histoire de l'Art, IIl, fig. 546), where the outer ring

 seems to reflect the Eastern world, but the central ring and centre, Egyptian ideas. Other bowls of similar
 origin often show a like incongruous admixture (op. cit., figs. 547-52).

 9 A lion is the companion in M. 172 and in Montet, Byblos, pl. 42.
 10 M. 154, 172. For the comb on the head of the gryphon see Evans, op. cit., p. 911. Note too the square-

 tipped ears or crest of the animal on the painted chariot, Borchardt, loc. cit. In form, colour, spots, and collar
 it closely resembles the cheetah (?) above it.
 "I The line drawings on pis. XX and XXII are only meant to send the student to the beautifully patient copy

 by Mrs. Brunton and to remind him that these panels are twisted, stretched, crumpled up. Her outlines have
 neither been closely followed nor boldly amended, but some attempt has been made to get closer to the original
 design than the present state of the embroidery permits.

 s
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 G. M. CROWFOOT AND N. DE G. DAVIES

 A (front series, pl. XX) I-3. Here two of the dividing palmettes are used as an object
 of adoration by confronting sphinxes.
 A 4. Two dogs, at least one of them full face as in Egyptian scenes, bring down a

 wild ox. A smaller dog rushes up to join the fray. A plant of the 'lily' type pushes up
 stiffly from the ground.

 A I0, 12. These two (pl. XXI) are treated as counter-scenes. A lion runs away with
 a victim thrown over its shoulders (cf. M. i86). An ibex is trying to break into a gallop,
 though a dog is springing on its back. Fanciful desert plants are shown.

 B (back series, pl. XXII). Only two palmettes are used, cutting off the end panels
 from the central ones.

 B 3, 4, 5. These apparently form one piece of embroidery. The scene changes from
 a group of watchful gazelles to one of flight from the enemy.' Three dogs attack a
 gazelle. An ibex and a bull seek to escape in the confusion. Below a lion is at grips
 with a dog (?).

 B 6. A lion seizes an addax (?) by the hind leg. A dog, this time one of the slugi
 breed, leaps at the head of an ibex.

 B 8. A dog pursues an animal (lost). Two lions bring down a wild bull. In general
 there cannot be any serious identification of the animals, details of horns, tails, etc.,
 being so insecure.

 I By negligence I have left the reclining animal incomplete.
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